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Star systems are marked on the playing �eld 
with upright Icehouse pieces. The “star map” 
displays only the star systems actually being 
visited by spaceships. 

When a ship discovers a 
new star system, it appears 
on the star map, and when 
the last ship leaves the 
system, the star piece is 
immediately returned
to the Bank.

Each player begins with one star 
system: the Homeworld. Each will 
then build a �eet of ships and 
expand to colonize other star 
systems, spreading out across 
the galaxy until one side conquers 
the other, either by capturing or 
destroying the enemy’s Homeworld.

Spaceships are represented 
by non-vertical pyramids. 
The direction they point in 
indicates who they belong 
to. Your pieces always point away from you.

 

THE BANK 
All inactive pieces 
are stacked up and 

placed nearby, 
forming the bank. 

Systems are not connected if both contain a 
star of the same size. (Why? It’s just the
way the wormhole technology works...)

Introduction: Homeworlds is an epic space opera 
in which the players each control an interstellar 
space �eet. It’s all done with what appear to be 
random clusters of colorful pyramids arranged 
upon the table.  

Number of Players: 2 
 

Equipment: 3 
Rainbow 
Stashes 

Star Travel: You can move a ship from one star 
system to another ONLY if the stars are of 
di�erent sizes.

Di�erently-
sized star
systems are
connected...

...but same-sized stars are not.

CONNECTIONS 
BETWEEN 

STAR 
SYSTEMS 
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Goal: To conquer or destroy your opponent’s 
Homeworld. You lose the game if you have zero 
ships at your Homeworld, regardless of how 
many other planets or starships you might control. 
 

Which Starting Setup Is Best? Most Starship 
Captains agree that you need to start with Blue 
and Green along with either Red or Yellow. 
Beyond that, opinions vary.  Some players like to 
start with Yellow, so they can move immediately, 
but others prefer starting o� with a Red ship. 
Many like building a “Planetary Defense System” 
which means including Red as one of the two 
colors that form the Homeworld itself.

Choosing Your Homeworld: The decisions you 
make during setup will greatly a�ect the entire 
game. You need to make smart choices when 
deciding on the colors & sizes of your Homeworld 
stars and the color of your Large ship.

The First Turn: The game begins with a setup 
round, during which the players choose their 
initial pieces.

Two Stars and One Large Ship: To begin, take a 
Large spaceship (of any color) along with a 
Homeworld made of two upright pyramids (also 
in your choice of colors). Stack them up to form a 
binary star. (All Homeworlds are two-star systems, 
whereas all other stars in the game are single stars.)

Small Universe: If both players choose the same 
two sizes of pieces for their Homeworlds, the map 
will be far more compact than with non-matching 
Homeworlds. This shrunken universe makes the 
game very claustrophobic. Choosing a “Gemini 
Star” (1-1, 2-2, or 3-3) also shrinks the universe.

Fortress: When all the 
Smalls are gone, this 
Homeworld becomes 
harder to invade.

Goldilocks: The stars 
you can go to from 
here are not too big 
and not too small.

Banker: This setup 
gives you an edge 
when using the 
Investment strategy.

Connected to 
Large stars 

Connected to 
Small stars 

Connected to 
Medium stars 

 

3 HOMEWORLD OPTIONS

Basic Action: You may perform your Basic action 
in any system where you have a ship, using any 
power you can access in that ship’s system.

Turn Options: During each turn, you may 
perform one Basic action, OR you may return 
one of your ships to the Bank in order to gain 
as many as three Sacri�ce actions. Also, at any 
time during your turn, you may invoke the 
Catastrophe option for any Overpopulation 
situation on the table.

Color Powers: Access to a power you can use for 
your action is provided by one of the following:

1 

2 

3 

Star: Color of the system’s star

Ship: Color of a ship YOU have there

Sacri�ce: Color of a ship you give up

Sacri�ce Action: The number of Sacri�ce actions 
you get by removing one of your ships is equal 
to the pip count of that ship. You get that many 
actions, of that ship’s color, in any systems where 
you still control a ship.

The green Colonists build the starships.
The yellow Navigators grok the wormholes.
The red Warriors wield the weapons.
The blue Ice-Traders o�er transformations.

GREEN = CONSTRUCT 

YELLOW = MOVE 

RED = ATTACK 

BLUE = TRADE 

Each color provides a di�erent game option (as 
described in detail on the next page):
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Yellow: Move a ship from the target system to 
any other Connected system (new or known). 

Discovery: Take a piece of your choice from the 
Bank, add it to the board as a star, then move 
your ship to that star.

Abandonment: Return a star to the Bank 
immediately if zero ships are there.

Green: Build a new ship in the target system. 

Same Color: The color of your new ship must be 
the same as one of the ships you control in the 
target system.

Smallest Size: You must take as a new ship the 
smallest piece of the target color available at that 
moment in the Bank.

Blue: Swap one of your ships with a di�erently 
colored piece of the same size from the Bank.

Red: Take control of an enemy ship, by turning 
the piece around so that it points away from you.  
(Note that attacking never destroys another ship; 
it’s more like stealing than attacking.)

Size Matters: You cannot attack a ship if it’s larger 
than the biggest ship YOU have in that system. 
But note that a small red CAN be used to attack a 
larger ship -- you just need to have your own 
large ship in that system, which can attack the 
enemy’s large using the power of your small red.

GREEN = CONSTRUCT 

YELLOW = MOVE

RED = ATTACK

BLUE = TRADE

Catastrophes: At any point during your turn, if 
you notice an Overpopulated star system, you 
have the OPTION to declare a Catastrophe in 
that system (even if you don’t have a ship there). 
If called, all pieces of the overpopulated color 
are returned to the Bank. 
If this includes the star 
itself, then ALL ships 
at that location are 
destroyed (unless 
the star was half 
of a binary system, 
in which case it 
becomes a single-star).

Game Over: It's OK to temporarily abandon 
your Homeworld as long as you have a ship 
there again by the time your turn is over. 
However, you are eliminated from the game if 
both stars in your Homeworld are destroyed, or 
if none of the ships at your Homeworld are yours.

Overpopulation: Too much of one 
color in one system can trigger a 
disaster.  Overpopulation exists any 
time a single system contains four 
or more pieces of the same color -- 
including ships on both sides AND the star itself.

 

Danger 
begins
at
 4

Marking the Homeworld: Ideally, each player’s 
Homeworld will be easily identi�able as such, by 
stacking the pieces of the Homeworld onto a 
token of some kind, like a card or a poker chip. 
(But this isn’t really needed until a Homeworld is 
halfway destroyed.)

Who Starts: Flip a coin if the players’ skills are 
evenly matched. Otherwise, the novice begins. 

The Turn Indicator: It’s very 
helpful to move a token back 
and forth to indicate whose 
turn it is. This helps avoid confusion 
(in cases of distraction or interruption), but also 
signi�es that you’re done with your move. Since 
one turn may consist of a sequence of actions, 
there are times when you won’t realize that you 
want to rethink your move until after you’ve seen 
how it looks on the table. So think of 
moving the coin as being like clicking 
“send” on the orders to your �eet.
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Arranged in this
way, each star
is  connected
to the stars
in the rows
ahead and
behind, but
not to stars in
the same row. 

A Typical 
Game In 
Progress 

Stars connected
to a player’s
Homeworld

are placed
nearest to said

Homeworld. 

Stars not
connected
to either
Homeworld
go in the
middle.

Note: Arrows
only depict some

of the possible
interstellar

connections.

Arranging the Star Map: Because the layout of 
this game’s playing area is free-form and 
ever-changing, players should feel free to move 
the star systems as needed, to positions that are 
the most desirable for seeing the connections.  

Like cars on a freeway, your 
ships (and the systems you 
control) are moved to your 
side of the road.

1) Sinister Homeworlds: In this variation, your 
goal is to eliminate the person currently to 
your left. If anyone else causes that player's 
elimination, then the game continues without 
them. Eliminated players’ pieces remain in play.

2) Good vs. Evil: In this scenario, each player is 
randomly assigned a secret alignment of 
either Good or Evil. (You will need tokens with 
those labels, split 50/50 for an even number of 
players, or with an extra Good for an odd-sized 
group.) A player with the Evil alignment has 
the goal of eliminating ANY other player, while 
all players with the Good alignment win 
collectively when ALL Evil players are eliminated. 
Whenever one player eliminates another, both 
must reveal their secret alignments.

Xeno Colors: If 
your set was made 
from Xeno stashes, 
you will need this 
translation chart:

Binary Homeworlds: The basic, 2-player game is 
known as Binary Homeworlds. If you have enough 
pyramids, you can play with more than 2 players: 
just add one Rainbow Stash for each player. (If you 
have 4 Rainbow Stashes, then 3 people can play, 
if you have 5 then 4 can play, and so on.) You will 
also need to choose one of these special options:

PURPLE =  TRADE (blue) 
ORANGE =  ATTACK (red) 

CLEAR =  MOVE (yellow) 
CYAN =  CONSTRUCT (green) 

Homeworlds is a complex game with a steep 
learning curve. Because of this, novice players 
(known as “Junior O�cers”) will be no match for 
experienced players (called “Senior O�cers”). To 
make the game equally challenging for both, a 
Senior O�cer may wish to o�er one or more of 
these headstart options to the new player:

 

Second Turn Timewarp: After both players 
build their Homeworlds, the Junior O�cer may 
be allowed to perform one or more bonus 
actions during Turn #2, so as to get ahead faster.

Red Alert: Not unlike to saying “Check” in Chess, 
the Senior O�cer will say “Red Alert”
whenever the Junior O�cer is in
immediate danger of elimination.

NON-BINARY VARIATIONS 
 

NOVICE vs. EXPERT

3) Last Captain Standing: The name says it all. 
The last survivor wins!
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Looney Pyramids were created by Andrew Looney 
in 1987. If your friendly local game store doesn ’ t  
sell them, please visit:  store. LooneyLab s .com 
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The Factory: A Large Green ship, along with another 
Green ship in the same system, sets up a powerful 
maneuver called the Factory. Once no Greens remain 
in the Bank, you can Sacri�ce your Large Green for 
three Construct actions. Then, as one of those 
actions, re-build the Large Green in the same system 
you took it from. You can do this over and over again!  

 

 

 

STRATEGY TIPS 
 

The Investment: When the only ship at a star system 
goes away, the star-piece is immediately returned to 
the bank. If the ship that just departed was Green, 
and was Sacri�ced, it may be possible to instantly 
change the star it was taken from into a ship. Parking 
Green ships at stars you’d like to change into ships 
later is called Investing. The best use of this strategy 
is to park Greens at Large stars while Mediums and 
Smalls of that color are available, then wait until the 
Bank is empty to “cash in.”

 

Beware the Incomplete Battle-Plan: One of the 
easiest ways to lose this game is to mount an attack 
that fails to annihilate your opponent, but does leave 
your own empire vulnerable. Plan for total victory!

Doomsday Machine: With a particular �eet of nine 
ships, scattered across the galaxy in speci�c positions, 
you can vaporize your enemy's Homeworld in exactly 
two moves. We call this setup a Doomsday Machine:

2 Large Yellow ships (for two triple-jump moves)
3 ships of one of the colors of the target system, 

all located at systems one jump away
3 ships of the target system’s other color, located 

at stars that will be within one jump after the 
�rst half of the target Homeworld is gone

1 extra ship, to protect your own Homeworld

Direct Assault: Use Red to take control of
all enemy ships at the enemy’s Homeworld.1 

2 Fleet Catastrophe: Destroy all enemy ships
at their Home by causing a catastrophe.

3 Star Demolition: Cause two catastrophes,
destroying both halves of the Homeworld.

Don’t Take the Last Serving: Whenever possible, 
avoid being the player who has to take the last 
available Small or Medium piece of any given color. 
(You'd rather be the one who gets to build the �rst 
ship of the next size.)

Don’t Get Frozen Out: Maintain control of at least 
one ship of each color (and seek to freeze out your 
enemy by monopolizing a color they lack).

 1) Keep a large ship at the Homeworld at ALL times. 
Tempting though it can be to use that big powerful 
ship elsewhere, you should always protect your 
Homeworld with a Large ship, unless you are about 
to win or are absolutely certain you will get a Large 
back at home before being invaded.

2) As soon as your enemy gets a weapon, get one 
too. You don’t need a weapon until your enemy has 
one, but as soon as they do, you need to arm 
yourself immediately. (This is particularly true if you 
lack a Planetary Defense System.)

3) Diversify and minimize your local defense �eet. 
To reduce the threat of catastrophe, avoid having 
more than one piece of each color at Home. In 
particular, never let all your home ships be of a 
single color if there’s ANY chance of being invaded. 

4) If your star is half-destroyed, monopolize the 
other color. After half of your Homeworld has been 
blown up, your enemy needs just three ships of 
your remaining color to �nish you o�. Take those 
pieces out of circulation any way you can!

It’s All About the Economy: While Homeworlds may 
seem like a war game, like most wars, it’s all about the 
�nancing. So keep a close eye on the bank! Here are 
some tips on banking wisely:

Play Keep-Away: If you can't build a desirable piece 
as a ship, try turning it into a star. Even if the ship you 
discover it with isn't Green, you might be able to turn 
the system into an Investment opportunity later on. 
More importantly, you are preventing your enemy 
from getting to build a ship with that piece.

Green Teleportation: This trick is very useful if you 
get frozen out of Yellow. You can “teleport” a Green 
ship into any other system where you have another 
Green ship. Just Sacri�ce the ship to get a Construction 
action, then rebuild that ship in a di�erent star system.

THREE PATHS TO VICTORY

Defend the Homeworld! That’s the Starship Captain’s 
Primary Directive. Here are four practical tips for 
accomplishing this:


